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1. Abstract
For the past twenty years, digital tools, technologies and infrastructures have been playing an
increasingly determining role in framing how heritage is understood, preserved, managed, maintained,
and shared. Perhaps the most official indication of the undeniable shift towards the digital in cultural
heritage was provided by UNESCO which, in 2003, proclaimed digital heritage as common heritage
(UNESCO 2003). The document also officially distinguished between heritage created digitally (from
then on referred to as digitally-born heritage), that is heritage for which no other format but the digital
object exists, and digitized heritage, heritage “converted into digital form from existing analogue
resources” (ibid.). The UNESCO’s statement has had profound implications for both the
conceptualization of digital heritage and our very understanding and practices of heritage, material
culture and preservation, including traditional notions of authenticity and completeness (Cameron
2021). Such profound implications are directly linked to the classic cultural heritage paradigm based
on the equation “preserved heritage = heritage worth preserving”. Indeed, the acknowledgement of
digital heritage and in particular of digitized heritage as common heritage has factually introduced the
digital as part of concepts of what is authentic. At the same time, however, by distinguishing between
two types of digital heritage, the UNESCO statement has added a layer of complexity to the original
equation, the statement “digitized = preserved”. In this keynote talk, I will unpack the problematic
political and cultural ramifications stemming from this logic. I will argue that the classic cultural
heritage paradigm “preserved = worth preserving” implies the questionable relation “digitized = worth
preserving” and the even more troubling one “not digitized = not worth preserving”. Drawing on recent
posthumanist approaches (Braidotti 2019; Braidotti and Fuller 2019), I will then question the relevance
of traditional notions of authenticity and completeness in relation to the digital object and I will rework
such notions using the construction and enrichment of the digital heritage collection (Viola and
Fiscarelli 2021) as an example of how to apply the new framework I propose.
Historically, the understanding of heritage has been dominated by Western perspectives for which
grandiose sites and objects would be the sole heritage worthy of preservation (ACHS 2012). But Critical
Heritage Studies (CHS) have taught us how heritage designation is not just a magnanimous act of
preserving the past, but “a symbol of previous societies and cultures” (Evans 2003, 334). When deciding
which societies and whose cultures, political and economic interests, power relations, and selection
biases have never been far away. For example, when some twenty years ago heritage institutions started
to digitize huge quantities of heritage material, the semantic motivation behind it was that of preserving
cultural resources from deterioration or disappearance. The direct consequences of such discourse were
that 1) the digitization process was framed as a heritagising operation in itself (i.e., “digitizing =
preserving”) and 2) any digitized content became content intrinsically worth preserving, (i.e., “digitized
= worth preserving”). But because especially at the beginning, less mainstream works and minority
voices were largely excluded from digitization programs, digitized material perpetuated previous
decisions about what was worth keeping (Crymble 2021) (i.e., “not digitized = not worth preserving”).
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CHS have also challenged museums’ rules of originality and authenticity which traditionally
established them as the only accredited custodians of true knowledge. According to CHS’ perspective,
the significance of material culture is not eternal and absolute, but continually negotiated in a dialectical
relationship with contemporary values and interactions (Tilley 1989; Vergo 1989). Unproblematized as
immaterial and contextless entities, digital objects have disrupted the classic paradigm “original and
authentic vs copies and reproductions” and they have been accused of undermining the authority of the
original. Expanding on CHS and critical posthumanities theories, I challenge these assumptions and
argue that digital cultural heritage objects are not contextless and therefore bear consequences. Building
on Cameron’s work (op.cit.), I maintain that any digital operation does not merely produce immaterial
copies of their analog counterparts –as defined by UNESCO in 2003 --but it creates new things which
in turn become alive, and therefore are themselves subject to renegotiation. This means abandoning the
conceptual attachment to digital cultural heritage as possessing a complete quality of objecthood (ibid.).
If however Cameron believes that framing digital heritage as “possessing a fundamental original,
authentic form and function [...] is limiting” (ibid.,12), I elaborate further and maintain that it is in fact
misleading. In constituting and conceptualizing digital cultural heritage, the question of whether it is or
it is not authentic truly doesn’t make sense. To conceptualize the digital object as an unfinished, situated
process, I introduce a new term, post-authentic. In a post-authentic framework digital objects are
unfinished processes that embed a wide net of continually negotiable relations of multiple internal and
external actors. It is within this post-authentic framework that I describe Chroniclitaly 3.0, a digital
heritage collection of Italian American newspapers published in the USA by Italian immigrants between
1898 and 1936. With this example, I want to add a novel reflection on both theory and practice-oriented
aspects of digital heritage in museum and gallery practices, and heritage policy and management.
The first thing to be said about ChroniclItaly 3.0 is that it is the third version of the collection,
therefore, it is in itself a demonstration of the continuously and rapidly evolving nature of digital
research. It also exemplifies how international and national processes and wider external factors impact
differentially on the evolution of digital projects over time. For example, like its predecessors,
ChroniclItaly 3.0 has been machine-harvested from Chronicling America (CA), a continually updated
Open Access (OA) directory of digitized historical newspapers published in the United States from
1777 to 1963. Through the funding of digitization projects awarded to external institutions, mostly
universities, CA encapsulates the intrinsic incompleteness and the far-reaching net of connections,
power relations, multiple actors and factors influencing digital infrastructures in general and digital
cultural heritage infrastructures in particular. Thus, the existence of multiple versions of ChroniclItaly
is in turn also a reflection of the incompleteness of the CA project. This is a clear example of how the
formation of a digital heritage collection is impacted by the surrounding digital infrastructure, which is
in turn dependent on funding availability and whose very constitution is shaped by the awarded
institutions. A post-authentic framework recognizes that digital products and processes are unfixed and
therefore subject to change so as to allow room for multiple versions, all equally post-authentic, in that
they may reflect different curators and materials, rapid technological advances, changing temporal
frameworks and values.
How does this relate to the importance of being digital? The immigrant press and the ChroniclItaly
collections allow us to devote attention to the study of migration as a process experienced by the
migrants themselves. Through the analysis of migrants’ narratives, it is possible to explore how
displaced individuals dealt with social processes of migration and transformation and how these
affected their inner notions of identity and belonging. The study of migrants’ narratives creates in this
way a collective memory of migration constituted by individual stories. In this sense, the importance of
being digital lies in the fact that this information can be processed on a large-scale and across different
migrants’ communities over time; moreover, as records are regularly updated, observations can be
continually enriched, adjusted, expanded, recalibrated, generalized or contested. It is only through these
spatial temporal correspondences that the past can become part of our collective memory and, by
preventing us from forgetting it, of our collective future.
Abby Smith Rumsey said that the true value of the past is that it is the raw material we use to create
the future (Rumsey 2016). Understanding digital heritage as post-authentic entails that great emphasis
must be given on the processes that generate the mappings of the correspondences. A post-authentic
approach recognizes that these processes are never neutral and incorporate entire other systems of
interpretation and management which are themselves situated and therefore partial. These processes are

never complete nor completable and require constant update and critical supervision. Due to the extreme
complexity of interrelated forces at play, the formidable task of writing the past in the present demands
careful handling. This is heritage, which means that it is the raw material to create the future. Postauthenticity acknowledges the relevance of transparency, traceability, and consequently, accountability
which lies primarily in the acknowledgement of a collective responsibility, the one that comes with
building a source of knowledge for current and future generations. Thus, the role of documentation by
researchers, museums, archives, libraries must act as a means to acknowledge that the past is written in
the present and that writing the past means controlling the future. Post-authenticity creates a system to
meet the need for accountability to current and future generations.
Finally, the documentation of the interventions at each stage equally plays an important role in
increasing awareness towards sustainability in digital research and digital cultural heritage. Today, half
of the world’s population (3.7 billion people) still does not have access to the Internet (United Nations
2020). Based as it is on a universal vision of digital heritage, the ongoing digital reformation of cultural
heritage and cultural heritage practices faces not only the danger of being available exclusively to half
of the humanity but also of yet again imposing western-centered perspectives on how cultural material
should be heritagized. The importance of being digital means that curatorial workflows should be
sustainable, interoperable, and reusable. In ChroniclItaly 3.0, this included the storage of the material
in an OA repository, whenever possible the use of freely available software, a thorough documentation
of the implemented steps and interventions, including an explanation of the choices made which will in
turn facilitate research accessibility, transparency and dissemination.
The future of cultural heritage looks ever more digital and digitally-available repositories will
become larger and larger. Thinking about digital heritage as post-authentic means fostering its
reconceptualization not just in terms of what we are digitizing but also how and for whom.
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